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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [7] Sinkhorn proved that if A is a positive square matrix, then there 
exist two diagonal matrices D, = {@r,..., d$) and D, = {dj2),..., di2r) with 
positive entries such that D,AD, is doubly stochastic. This problem was 
studied also by Marcus and Newman [3], Maxfield and Mint [4] and 
Menon [5]. 
Later Sinkhorn and Knopp [8] considered the same problem for A non- 
negative. Using a limit process of alternately normalizing the rows and 
columns sums of A, they obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of D, and D, such that D,AD, is doubly stochastic. Brualdi, Parter 
and Schneider [l] obtained the same theorem by a quite different method 
using spectral properties of some nonlinear operators. 
In this note we give a new proof of the same theorem. We introduce an 
extremal problem, and from the existence of a solution to this problem we 
derive the existence of D, and D, . This method yields also a variational 
characterization for JJTC1 (din dj2’), which can be applied to obtain bounds 
for this quantity. We note that bounds for I7y-r (d,!‘) dj”)) may be of interest 
in connection with inequalities for the permanent of doubly stochastic 
matrices [3]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A = (aij) be an 12 x n nonnegative matrix; that is, aij > 0 for 
i,j = 1 ,***, n. A is called fully indecomposable if and only if A does not 
contain an s x t zero submatrix such that s + t = n. A matrix A is called 
doubly stochastic if it is nonnegative and all its row sums and column sums 
are 1. A nonnegative matrix A = (uij) is said to hawe a doubly stochastic 
pattern if there exists a doubly stochastic matrix B = (bij) such that aii = 0 
whenever bij = 0 and vice versa. 
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The following result is contained in [6, Theorem 11: Let A be a nonnegative 
square matrix. A has a doubly stochastic pattern if and only if after inde- 
pendent permutations of rows and columns, A is a direct sum of fully inde- 
composable matrices. 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM. Let A be an n x n nonnegative matrix. Then there exist diagonal 
matrices D, = {dill,..., d;“} and D, = {dj’),..., dk2)} with positive entries such 
that D,AD, is doubly stochastic if and only if A has a doubly stochastic pattern. 
Proof. It is obvious that if positive and diagonal matrices D, and D, exist 
for which D,AD, is doubly stochastic, then A has a doubly stochastic pattern. 
Assume now that A has a doubly stochastic pattern. By the result stated 
above, there exist permutation matrices P and Q such that PAQ is the direct 
sum of fully indecomposable matrices A, ,..., A, . It is obvious that it is 
enough to prove that for each A, ,j = I,..., K, there exist positive and diagonal 
matrices Dp) and DC’ such that Df’A,Df’ is doubly stochastic. Hence, it is 
enough to prove the existence of D, and D, under the assumption that A is 
fully indecomposable. 
Let thus A = (aij) be fully indecomposable, let 
F(x) = F(x, ,..,) x,) = fi i aijxi 
( 1 &I j=l 
and consider the following extremal problem? infF(x), where the infimum 
is taken over all x = (xi ,..., x,) satisfying xi > 0, i = l,..., n, and 
IJyzl Xi = 1. We denote the i&mum by m. Obviously, 0 < m <: co. 
We shall show that there exists a vector x(O) = (xi’),..., xi’)) with positive 
components xj”’ > 0, i = I,..., n, for which the infimum, hence the mini- 
mum, is obtained. If such a positive vector x(O) does not exist, then there 
exists a sequence of positive vectors xtk) = ($‘,..., xLk’) such that 
JJy=, a$“’ = 1, k = 1,2,..., lim,,,F(xCk’) = m, limk+,, 3:” = 0 for at least 
one i and (because of the condition lJy=, XI”’ = 1) lim,,, @’ = co for at 
least one i. After permuting the columns of A, if necessary, we thus obtain 
lim $5 = m 
kaa 2 7 i = l,..., 8, d > 1) 
lim x!~) = 0, 
k-m 
* i = 8 + l,..., m, m > l, (1) 
lim x@ = 01~ , 
k-tm 
4, 0 < ai < co, i = m + l,..., n. 
1 The author wishes to thank Dr. H. Sternin who suggested, in a private com- 
munication, the use of this extremal problem for positive matrices. 
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As A is fully indecomposable, it follows from the Frobenius-Konig theorem 
(see e.g. [2]) that it contains a positive diagonal; that is, there exists a permu- 
tation u for which ai,o) > 0, i =L I,..., n. By permuting the rows of A, we 
may assume that o is the identity permutation. That is, 
Q > 0, i = l,..., n. (2) 
Using again the fact that A is fully indecomposable, it follows that there 
exists an element a, such that 
a,, > 0, b+l<p<n, 1<q<e. (3) 
Obviously, 
n 
a, fi aid x:’ fi xjk’ 
F(x’k’) >, i=l i=l 
%w fi ati xy 
a (4) 
PP 
x(k) = a X(k)’ 
P DP P 
From (l), (2), (3) and (4) it follows that 
k+%F(X(“‘) = 00. 
But 
(5) 
li+iF(X’*‘) = nt < 00. (6) 
(5) contradicts (6), and the existence of a positive vector x(O) for which the 
minimum is obtained is established. 
As X(O) is positive, the minimum obtained at X(O) is a local minimum. 
Hence, using Lagrange multipliers for 
IOgP = i IOg i UijXj 
i=l ( 1 d=l 
and the constraint cf_, log xi = 0, we obtain: 
f 
% 
i. 1 
h 
i=l p&, = T' 
j = l,..., 12. 
Set 
i = l,..., n, 
(7) 
(8) 
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bij zzz ypaijp, i,j=l n. ,***, (9) 
(7), (8) and (9) imply 
i b, =yjO)tlaijxpu) = 1, i= I,..., n, 
j=l 
and 
From (10) and (11) f 11 o ows that h = 1, and therefore B = (b,) is doubly 
stochastic. But B = D,AD, , where 
D, = (df’,..., d;‘} and D, = {df),..., d$‘} 
are the diagonal matrices given by @) = yj’), di2) = xis, i = l,..., tl. The 
proof of the theorem is thus completed. 
We note that from our proof follows that 
(12) 
(12) can be applied to obtain lower bounds for the product nyC1(dil’ di2’). 
For example, substituting in (12) x = (l,... l), we obtain 
-J- < fi (di’l’ &‘), 
fiYi e=1 
i=l 
where Y = (I~ ,..., Y,) is the row sums vector of A. 
If A is fully indecomposable, and if we let x in (12) be the positive character- 
istic vector of A corresponding to its (dominant) characteristic value 01, we 
obtain 
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From (12) follows also the following result: Let A, and A, be nonnegative 
matrices such that A, - A, is nonnegative. Denote by 
and 
Dl(Ai) = (&‘(A&., &‘(A,)} 
D,(AJ = {#‘(A,),..., @(Ai)}, i= 1,2, 
the D, and D, matrices corresponding, according to our theorem, to A,. Then 
fi (&‘(A,) &AZ)) < fj (&‘(A,) &‘(A,)). 
#==l i=l 
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